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Abstract. Consider a one-dimensional independent bond percolation model
with PJ denoting the probability of an occupied bond between integer sites i and
ί ±ΛJ = l If PJ is fiχed f°r ί = 2 and lim J2p7 > 1, then (unoriented) percolation
j-*αo

occurs for p± sufficiently close to 1. This result, analogous to the existence of
spontaneous magnetization in long range one-dimensional Ising models, is
proved by an inductive series of bounds based on a renormalization group
approach using blocks of variable size. Oriented percolation is shown to occur
for P! close to 1 if lim jspj > 0 for some s < 2. Analogous results are valid for oneJ->00

dimensional site-bond percolation models.

1. Introduction and Main Results

We consider translation-invariant one-dimensional independent site-bond percolation models in which each site ieZ is alive (respectively dead) with probability λ
(respectively 1 — λ) and in which the (non-directed) bond between any distinct /,yeZ
is occupied (respectively vacant) with probability p|;_)Ί (respectively 1 — PI;_|Ί). All the
sites and bonds are mutually independent. We will treat both nonoriented and
oriented percolation. In ether case the cluster of /, C(ί), consists of those living sites
for which there is a path of occupied bonds starting at /, ending at j, and touching
only living sites; in particular ieC(i) if and only if i is alive. In nonoriented
percolation, any such path is allowed; in oriented percolation only paths that move
to the right at each step are allowed. Such site-bond models reduce to pure bond
models when λ = 1 and to pure site models when each p7 = 0 or 1.
A special case is bond percolation with λ = Iandp 7 = 1 — exp( — /?|jΓ s ) for some
5, β^O. It is an elementary fact that for s ^ l , percolation occurs (i.e.,
Poo = P( II C(0) || = oo) > 0, where || C || denotes the number of sites in C) for any β > 0;
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the fact that moreover (in the nonoriented case) C(0) = Z [GKM] will not concern
us in this paper. It can also be shown that for s > 2, percolation does not occur for
any β, while for 1 < s g 2, percolation does not occur for small β (i.e., when
2 Σ Pj
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main result is a proof that for 1 < s < 2, oriented (and a

J=l

fortiori nonoriented) percolation (and hence a phase transition) occurs for sufficiently large β. This is analogous to the occurrence of a phase transition in longs
range one-dimensional Ising models having an \ i — j \ ~ interaction with 1 <s<2
[D]. Our second main result (which applies only in the nonoriented case) is that for
s — 2, percolation (and hence a phase transition) occurs for large β. This is analogous
to the corresponding Ising model result [FS].
We note that the question of percolation in long-range one-dimensional models
was posed by Erdos several years ago [Sh]. In [AN], further results for the 5 = 2 case
are presented which go beyond what was currently known for Ising models. In
[ACCN], the results of [AN] are extended to Ising (and Potts) models; in the
process, the relation between the percolation results presented here and the Ising
results of [FS] is clarified.
We conclude this section by stating our main results for general one-dimensional
site-bond models whose p/s satisfy appropriate asymptotic hypotheses. Theorem
1.1 corresponds to oriented percolation for 1 < 5 < 2 and Theorem 1.2 to unoriented
percolation for s = 2. Our results on the occurrence of unoriented percolation are, in
a certain sense, optimal (see Remarks 1.3 and 2.4 below). Our results on the
occurrence of oriented percolation can perhaps be improved. It is not clear, for
example, whether oriented percolation can occur for 5 = 2. The proofs of Theorems
1.1 and 1.2 are based on a renormalization group analysis. In Sect. 2, this analysis is
introduced in terms of natural "continuum-bond" models with simple scaling
properties. It is then shown that the proofs of our main results can be reduced to
certain asymptotic results concerning iterated mappings on two (for Theorem 1 . 1 ) or
three (for Theorem 1.2) dimensional parameter spaces. In Sect. 3 (for Theorem 1.1)
and Sect. 4 (for Theorem 1.2) these iterated mapping results are shown to be valid. As
expected, there are many more technical details involved in the proof of Theorem 1.2
since it treats the critical value of s. It may be worth remarking that although most
renormalization group analyses are approximate or heuristic, ours produces
rigorous bounds. See [ACCFR] for another (but different) rigorous renormalization
group argument in a percolation context. See [AYH] for a pioneering (nonrigorous)
renormalization group analysis of l/|j - i\2 Ising models.
In the statements of both theorems, p{ and λ are regarded as parameters with PJ
fixed for; > 1. λ will be one of the parameters in both parameter spaces introduced in
Sect. 2. There will also be a parameter β, essentially lim j sp^ which controls the long
j-+ oo

range behavior of the model. In the two parameter space (for Theorem 1.1) the short
range parameter p1 is dropped while in the three parameter space (for Theorem 1.2)
it is replaced by a closely related cutoff parameter ξ.
Theorem 1.1. If a one-dimensional site-bond model has lim inϊjspj > 0/or some s < 2,
J-+CQ

then (with PJ fixed for j > 1) percolation (both oriented and nonoriented) occurs when pί
and λ are sufficiently close to 1.
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Theorem 1.2. If a one-dimensional site-bond model has liminf/ 2 p/> 1, then (with PJ
j-*oo

fixed for j> 1) nonoriented percolation occurs when pl and λ are sufficiently close to 1.
Remark 1.3. The hypothesis of Theorem 1.2 is essentially as weak as is possible, since
it is proved in [AN] that percolation cannot occur if lim sup/^ ^ 1. See Remark 2.4
below for further discussion of this point. Note that in the pure bond model with
p. = p/js for j ^ 1, where p is necessarily restricted to the interval [0, 1], it follows
from Theorem 1.1 that for s<2, the critical value of p for (either oriented or
nonoriented) percolation is some pc< 1, while it follows from the result of [AN]
mentioned above that for 5 = 2, pc = 1.
Remark 1.4. It can be shown that in the parameter region where the proofs of
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 apply, the conclusion that percolation occurs (i.e., that an
infinite cluster exists with probability one) can be strengthened to the conclusion
that a positive density infinite cluster occurs with probability one. Note in this
regard that by arguments used in [NS], it suffices to show that C(0) has positive
lower density with positive probability, which is indeed shown at the beginning of
Sect. 2. Presumably, it is the case in this parameter region that the infinite cluster is
unique. This does not exclude the possibility that at the critical point of s = 2
models, there may occur infinitely many distinct zero-density infinite clusters, a
phenomenon first considered (for ^-dimensional site percolation models) in
[NS].
2. Scaling Arguments and a Renormalization Group Approach

Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are based on a renormalization group analysis which allows us
to estimate the size of certain "block variables" of the original model by comparison
with a sequence of independent site-bond models. We remark that the analysis leads
to site-bond models even when the original model is pure bond.
In the case of unoriented percolation, we define B(K) as the largest cluster in the
finite model in which the infinite integer lattice is replaced by the block, { 1, . . . , K}. In
the case of oriented percolation B(K) is the set of sites touched by the longest
(oriented) path in {!,..., K}, i.e., B(X) is the largest set of living sites of the form
{ii , . . . ,iw} with 1 g ί 1 < ί2 < - - < iw ^ K and the bond between /,- and ij+ 1 occupied
for each / In the event of a tie, B(X) is chosen in either case as the leftmost, but this
rule will play no role in our analysis. The number of sites in B(K) is denoted || E(K) \\.
Roughly speaking, in order to prove the existence of percolation, we will estimate
the (random) density, ||B(K)||/K, and show that (with positive probability) it does
not tend to zero as K-> oo. More precisely, we will show that sequences Kn, ψn, and
λn can be chosen (with lim Kn = oo and liminft/^ > 0) so that the sequence of
Λ-+OO

«-> oo

random variables, Wn= ||B(KJ||, satisfies
)^λn.

n

(2.1)

Before beginning our discussion of scaling arguments, we prove the intuitively
reasonable fact that such a sequence of inequalities implies percolation. The
intuition in, e.g., the unoriented case is that according to (2.1), a fraction λn of blocks
of size Kn contain clusters of (local) density at least ψn so that at least a fraction λnψn
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of all sites belong to clusters of (local) density at least ψn. Thus the origin should have
a probability of at least liminf ψnλn of belonging to an infinite cluster with (global)
density at least liminf \j/n. The following proof is related to this intuition but has
some extra factors of 1/2 needed for technical reasons and for the case of oriented
percolation.
For either oriented or nonoriented percolation and for any i in {!,..., K},
the random variable || C(0) n {0, . . . , K — 1 } || has the same distribution as
|| C(i)n {i, . . . ,K - 1 + i} ||, which in turn is larger than || C(i)π {i, . . . , K} ||. Hence,
*P( II C(0π {/,..., K}\\/K^ψ/2
and
^ P(ieB(K) and || B(K)n {/, . . . 9 K } \ \ Z ψK/2)9

(2.2)

where the latter inequality is valid because C(ι)n{i, ...,K} is bigger than
B(X) n {i, . . . , K} whenever ieB(K). Let us denote by W the number of sites i in B(K)
with || B(/C)n {/, . . . ,K) || £ ψK/2. Then the sum of the right-hand side of (2.2) over all
/ in {!,..., K} is just E(W). If \\E(K)\\^\I/K9 then W^φK/2 and hence
E(W) ^ (ψK/2)P(\\Ίί(K)\\ ^ ψK). Summing (2.2) over i thus yields
left-hand side of (2.2) ^ K" 1E(W) ^ (φ/2)P( \\ E(K) \\ ^ ψK).

(2.3)

It follows immediately from (2.3) that if (2.1) is valid for all n (with /(„-> oo and
liminf ψnλn>0), then C(0) is infinite (in fact has a positive lower density) with
n-*oo

positive probability.
Although a renormalization group approach can be applied directly to any
model satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 or 1.2, it is both more convenient
and more natural to apply it to a special class of models with
= pj{β)=l-QXpl

-0f f \y-x\~sdydxl

unless j = I and 5 - 2, (2.4)

\y-x\-2dydx

for s = 2,

(2.5)

l
where β ^ 0 and 0 < ξ g 1. The ^-cutoff is needed
for s = '
2 to avoid having p^ = 1
because of the logarithmic divergence in the integral. Such a model may be obtained
by discretizing a continuum bond (or c-bond) model in which the occurrence of a cbond between the pair of real numbers, x < y, corresponds to the occurrence of a
particle at (x,y) in a two-dimensional inhomogeneous Poisson point process with

. « ,
°
X\-x\£ξ
A
density
at (x,y) = 0.
,_
^ .
[β\y-x\ s, otherwise

and

5

-

We recall that in a Poisson process, the numbers of particles in disjoint spatial
regions are independent random variables, each with a Poisson distribution whose
mean is the integral of the density over the region. To obtain (2.4)-(2.5), the c-bond
model is discretized by declaring that the (discrete) bond between i and; is occupied
whenever a c-bond occurs between some x in [i, i + 1) and some y in [JJ -f 1). The
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key to the success of our approach is the fact that under the scaling transformation,
(x, y) = (Kxf, Ky'\ the density β\y - x|~ s is transformed to K2 ~sβ\y' - x'\~s, so that
for s < 2, the model is forced toward β = oo as,K-> oo. For s — 2, β is unchanged
under this transformation but ξ is transformed to ξ/K so that the model is forced
toward ξ = 0 (or pl = 1) as K-> oo.
To prove (2.1), we will not take Kn as C1 for some fixed scale factor C, but rather
we will scale at a rate that increases with each step. A block at stage n will consist of
Cn "stage-n sites" each of which is a block of Cn-ι of the next lower level site.
Consequently stage-rc blocks contain Cn Cn-ι --C^ = Kn elementary (i.e., stage- 1)
sites. We will inductively define for stage-n sites the notions of "living" or "occupied
bond" by taking each stage-n site to be a block of stage-(rc — 1) sites and requiring
that its largest cluster or oriented path (of stage-(n — 1) sites) is sufficiently large or
that there be an appropriately located stage-(n — 1) occupied bond between the pair
of largest clusters or oriented paths. The precise definitions of sufficiently large and
appropriately located will be made to insure that a living stage-n site when
considered as a block of Kn elementary sites will have WJKn ^ φn. Some light can be
shed on these definitions by rewriting (2.1) as

(2.6)
for the oriented case and as

(2.7)
for the nonoriented case. These formulas will soon be seen to have direct meaning in
terms of our iterated mappings since it will be the ratios ψn/ψn-ι and Cn = KJKn-±
that will be significant in those mappings. Inequality (2.6) should be regarded as an
extension of the simpler (2.7) required by the fact that when a number of oriented
paths are connected by occupied bonds, the length of the longest resulting oriented
path may be less than the sum of the previous lengths (when the new occupied bond
does not connect the end of one oriented path to the beginning of the next).
We now introduce families of mappings /θjC (for the oriented case) and gθtC
(for the unoriented case) indexed by a (positive integer) scale size C and a number
0e(0, 1] which is essentially the φn/φn-1 of (2.6)-(2.7). For s < 2, we will only consider
the oriented case (i.e., /Θ)C) since nonoriented percolation follows a fortiori. fθc is a
mapping on a two-dimensional space of parameters while gθίC acts on a threedimensional space. fθfC (respectively gθ>c) should be thought of as mapping from
stage-(n — 1) to stage-(τz) effective values of λ and β (respectively λ, β and ξ).
With fixed s<2, θ and C we define (λ'', β') = /βιC(λ, β) by beginning with the
independent site-bond percolation model with site parameter λ and bond parameters PJ given by the p//J) of (2.4) for all j ^ 1, and proceeding as follows. Let Bf
denote the set of living sites touched by the longest oriented path (through living
sites) in H{ = {(/ - 1)C -f 1, . . . ,/C} (with the usual convention for ties). Note that B x
is identical to the previously defined B(C). We say that the fh block Ht is "alive" if
II Bi\\/C^Θ112, and then define
λ' = P(Hi is "alive") = P( || B< ||/C ^ 01/2).

(2.8)
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For i < y, we say that there is an "occupied bond" between HI and Hj if there is an
occupied bond (of the original sort) between some k in Bf and some / in B, with the
fraction of sites in Bt to the right of k and the fraction of sites in B, to the left of / each
bounded above by (1 — 01/2)/2. We next define p'j for j^ 1, as the minimum over all
site-bond configurations within Ht and Hi+j (not including bonds from HI to Hi+j)
for which Ht and Hi+j are "alive," of the conditional (with respect to the
configuration) probability that there is an "occupied bond" between H, and Hi+j. p'j
is a worst case lower bound for the probability that a "living" HI and a "living" Hi+j
have an "occupied bond" between them. Finally, we define
β' = sup{b:p} ^ pβ) for all j £ 1}.

(2.9)

Theorem 1.1 will be shown later in this section to be a consequence of the
following theorem whose proof will be given in Sect. 3.
Theorem 2.1. Given se(0,2), there exist sequences C fc e{2,3,...} and θke(0,l] with
00

Yl θk > 0 such that

k=l

(λn,βn)=fθn,cn('''(fθ^c2(fθί^oJo))))^(l^)

as

n->αo,

(2.10)

providing λ0 is sufficiently close to 1 and β0 is sufficiently large.
Now, with fixed s = 2, θ and C, we define (Λ/, /?', ξ') = gθ,c(h β, ζ) by beginning
with the independent site-bond percolation model with site parameter λ and bond
parameters p} given by the Pj(β) of (2.4) for all 7' ^2 with 5 = 2 and by the p^β, ξ) of
(2.5) for j = 1 . We now let Bt denote the largest (unoriented) cluster in the finite model
consisting only of sites and bonds within Ht. The block #t is called "alive" if || B, ||/
C ^ θ, and we define
λ' = P(Ht is "alive") = P( \\ B, ||/C ^ θ).

(2.1 1)

For i φ], there is said to be an "occupied bond" between Hi and Hj if there is an
(original) occupied bond between some k in Bf and some / in B; . Next, p'j is defined as
the minimum conditional probability that there is an "occupied bond" between Ht
and HJ, conditioned with respect to site-bond configurations of Ht and Hi+j for
which both blocks are "alive." We then define
β' = sup [b:p'j ^ pβ) for all j^ 2}.

(2.12)

Finally, we define
)}.

(2.13)

Note that ξ' may be equivalently defined by requiring pι(β',ζ') = pΊ>
Theorem 1.2 will be shown later in this section to be a consequence of the
following theorem whose proof will be given in Sect. 4.
Theorem 2.2. 7//? 0 >l, then there exist sequences C fc e{2, 3, ...} and #fce(0, 1] with
00

f] θk > 0 such that defining

k=l

(λn,βπ,ξn) = gβn,Cn(-(geι<Cl(λ0,β0,ξ0))),

(2.14)
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we have (λn, ξn) -+ (1,0) and lim inf βn > 1, providing λ0 is sufficiently close to 1 and ξQ is
sufficiently small.
Proof that Theorem 2.1 Implies Theorem U. We fix 56(0,2) and call the independent
site-bond model with PJ = pj(β) for all j^ 1, the canonical model with parameters λ
and β. In the first part of the proof we show via (2.1) or (2.6) that for λ sufficiently
close to 1 and β sufficiently large, the canonical model percolates. In the second part
of the proof we show that this result for canonical models implies percolation for
general models satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1. A portion of the second
part will be stated separately as Proposition 2.3; it is used again in the proof that
Theorem 2.2 implies Theorem 1.2.
n

Using the sequence Ck and θk of Theorem 2.1, we choose Kn = Y[ Q, \j/n =
fl θk, and (λ, β) = (Ac, β0) such that (2.10) is valid. Since Kn -> oo, and lim inf λnψn =
00

]~] θk > 0, percolation for the canonical model with parameters /10, β0 would be

fc=l

implied by the validity of (2.1) for all n.
We recall the inductive definitions of "living" or "occupied bond" for or between
stage-n blocks (which are also stage-(n+ 1) sites), which were discussed (incompletely) prior to Eq. (2.6). For n = 1, the definitions are those used in the definition of
fθtC with 0 = 0! and C = C^. For general n > 1, one considers the stage-n block as a
union of its stage-n sites for which (as stage-(n — 1) blocks) the notions of "living" and
"occupied bond" are already defined, and again takes the definitions used for fθtC
but with 0 = θn and C= Cn. To prove (2.1) it suffices to show that for each n the
following two statements are true:
P({1,... ,KJ is "alive" as a stage-n block) ^ λn.
If {1,... 9Kn} is "alive," then Wn/Kn

=

(2.15)
(2.16)

ψn.

If a stage-1 block is "alive," it contains by definition an oriented path touching
1/2
(0ι) Cι living (stage-1) sites. If a stage-n block (with n > 1) is "alive," it contains an
1/2
oriented "stage-n path" touching (0J CΠ living stage-(n) sites by the definition of
"occupied bonds" between stage-(n) sites, this means that it contains an oriented
1/2
1/2
1/2
"stage-(n - 1) path" touching at least (0J Cn[l - 2(1 - (θn_ 1) )/2](0,1_ J C n _,
1/2
= (0 /J ) C π 0 M _ 1 C π -ι stage-(n— 1) sites. Thus we see inductively that any "living"
n- 1

1/2

stage-n block contain an oriented (stage-1) path containing (0n) Cn Y[

θkCk

1/2

= (θn)~ φnKn ^ ψnKn (stage-1) sites and thus (2.16) is valid.
The proof of (2.15) is of course based on the definitions (2.8)-(2.10). We denote by
Hni the stage-n block, {(/- l)Kn+ l,...,z'K M }. Inequality (2.15) is equivalent to

We also define p'nj as the minimum over all configurations of (stage-1) sites and
bonds within Hni and Hn(i+j) for which Hni and Hn(i+j) are "alive" of the conditional
probability that there is an "occupied (stage-n) bond" between Hni and Hn(i+j}. We
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consider (2.17) together with
^p//?J for all έ l,

(2.18)

where pj(β) as before denotes the right-hand side of (2.4). We claim that the combined
inequalities (2.17)-(2.18) follow from (2.8)-(2.10) by induction on n. The validity of
(2.17)-(2.18) for n = 1 is clear. Now assume (2.17)-(2.18) for some (n - 1). Consider
the "stage-n model" consisting of stage-n sites (the H^.^s) and stage-n bonds
between them. This is not an independent site-bond model; however the sites alone
are independent and the bonds are conditionally independent when the configurations (of stage-1 sites and bonds) within each # (Λ _ 1)f are specified. It then follows by
(2.17)-(2.18) for (n — 1) that the stage-n model dominates an independent (canonical)
site-bond model with parameters A n _ ί and βn_ί precisely in the sense that the lefthand sides of (2.17) and (2.18) are no less than the correspondingly defined quantities
for the independent model, but by (2.8)-(2.10) the corresponding quantity for (2.17)
equals λn while the corresponding quantity for (2.18) is no less than the right-hand
side of (2.18). The first part of the proof of Theorem 2.1 is now complete.
It remains to show that the occurrence of percolation in the canonical models for
arbitrary s<2 implies Theorem 1.1. We first note that if lim inf/ P;>0 for s'<2,
then by choosing se(s',2) we have that for any β, pj>pjβ) for sufficiently large;
(depending on /?), where again pjβ) denotes the right-hand side of (2.4) with the
chosen value of s. Theorem 1.1 now follows immediately from the next proposition.
Proposition 2.3. Suppose oriented (respectively nonoriented) percolation occurs in a
one-dimensional site-bond model with site parameter I in (0,1] and bond parameters pj
in [0,1) (for j = 1,2,...). Let N > 1 be a fixed integer and consider a second one
dimensional site-bond model with parameters λ and pj such that the p?s are fixed for
^ 2 and satisfy PJ ^ Pjfor ^ N. / / X < 1, then oriented (respectively nonoriented)
percolation occurs in the second model for λ and pl in (0,1) sufficiently close to I. If
1= 1, then oriented (respectively nonoriented) percolation occurs in the second model
for λ = 1 and p± in (0,1) sufficiently close to 1.
Proof. We suppose I is in (0,1); the proof when 1= 1 is essentially the same but
easier. We define a model which has ordinary bonds bet ween iand; for \j— i\ > 1 but
in which the nearest neighbor bond from / to / 4- 1 is replaced for each / by a family of
nearest neighbor links (indexed by (/, ij) with ι <£ /,; ^ / +1 and; — / < N) and the site
at / is replaced for each / by a family of cubicles (indexed by (/, ij) with i^lj^l and
j — i < N). All bonds (indexed by (ΐJ)), links (indexed by (/, ij)) and cubicles (indexed
by (/, i,;)) are independent. The bond occupation probability is p | 7 _ ( 1 for \j— i\ ^ N
and zero for 1 < \j — i\ < N; the link occupation probability is p(j~ υ (independent of
/); and the cubicle occupation probability is λu~υ (independent of I). For a given /,
the probability that at least one (/, ι,;)-link is occupied is 1 - 77(1 - p(j~i}\ and the
probability that at least one (/, /,y)-cubicle is occupied is 1 - 77(1 - A 0 '" 0 ), where the
product in each case is over the appropriate set of (i,;)'s.
We next construct a related independent site-bond model (of the usual type) by
defining site / to be alive if the (/, /, /)-cubicle is occupied, by defining the bond
between i and; to be occupied for;'— i ^ N if the corresponding bond is occupied in
the original model, and by defining the bond between i and; to be occupied for 1 ^
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j-i<Nif for each / = ί, ΐ + 1, . . . J — 1, both the (/, ιj)-link and the (/, ίj)-cubicle are
occupied. This constructed model has λ = λ(0\ p} = ρs for j g N, and ps = (λ(j)p(f)j for
1 ^ j < N and thus percolates if A(0) ^ I and (λ(j]p(j]y ^ pj for 1 ^ j < N. On the other
hand, it is clear that if the constructed model percolates, then so does the model with
λ = 1 - Π(\ - A0''0), PJ = PJ for j ^ JV, pj = 0 for 1 <j < N, and pλ = 1 - 77(1 pU-'*). Thus, by choosing Ai0) = l and pϋ) = A(j) = (pj)(1/2)j for 1 g;<W, we see that
the second model of the theorem percolates providing
N

2N-1

^ι-(i-I) Π Π (i-Cft
and
N

2N-1

Π OH
which completes the proof.
Proof that Theorem 2.2 Implies Theorem 1.2. This proof has essentially the same
structure as the proof just given above that Theorem 2.1 implies Theorem 1.1. The
details are omitted.
Remark 2.4. In the context of Theorem 1.2, we note that if lim sup;2/?, > 1, then
oriented percolation may occur even when Iiminfj 2 p 7 < 1. For a simple example of
such a situation, suppose p2k+ 1 ~ βι(2k + 1)~2, while p2k ~ β2(2/c)~2; by considering
only even integer sites, one sees that percolation will occur (for p2 and λ close to 1
and hence by Proposition 2.3 for p± and λ close to 1) providing β2 > 4, even iϊβl<\.
It is possible to apply the renormalization group arguments of this chapter to obtain
a corollary to Theorem 1.2 which yields better results in many such situations.
Beginning with a model with parameters λ and pj9 and with some choice of θ, C, we
may define A', /?} as in the definition of gθfC . For a given integer C, we choose θ so close
to 1 that f 1 — Θ)C < 1; Thus a block will be "alive" only if all its sites are living and
belong to a single cluster. Consequently,
C

K=1 - Π

(k+l)C

Π (1-fc-Λ

(2.19)

i = l j = kC+ί

and thus
C

(k-fl)C

Σ

Σ

/

i = 1 j = kC + 1

C

R-^pUl-exp -Σ
\

Σ P -.

i = 1 j = kC + 1

/

(2-20)

It is easy to see that (λ',p\)-+(l, 1) if (λ, p)->(l, 1). Thus, if
C

liminf/c 2 £
k->oo

(k+l)C

J]

p7-_,-> 1 for some C= 1, 2,...,

i = l j = fcC+l

(2.21)

then by Theorem 1.2, percolation occurs in the (A', p})-model and hence in the (A, pj)model for p1 and λ close to 1. It similarly follows from the results of [AN] (see
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Remark 1.3 above) that if
2

C'

lim sup/c £
/c->oo

(fc-fl)C'

£

i = l . / =fcC'+ l

p,i ^ 1 for some C = 1, 2, . . . ,

(2.22)

then percolation cannot occur. A sufficient condition for (2.21) to be valid may be
obtained by defining a coarse-grained average of p;,

and requiring that for some C, lim inf k2p% > 1; an analogous sufficient condition for
(2.22) can be similarly obtained. Applying these arguments (with C = C = 2) to the
simple example with p 2 *+i ~β\(2k+ 1)~2 and p 2 k~/*2(2fc)~ 2 , one finds that
percolation occurs for large pl and λ if (and, by [AN] and (2.22), only if) (β± + β2)/

3. Proof of Theorem 2.1
We choose q > 1, 6>e(0, 1), and take
Θk=l-Θk~q,

Ck = 2kr.

(3.1)

It will be seen (from (3.3) below) that for the given se(0, 2), r (which for simplicity is
taken to be an integer) must be chosen to satisfy
(3.2)

r>2ql(2-s).

We will prove (2.10) by showing that for λθ9 β0 sufficiently large, the following are
valid for all n:
βn^(Hf)nK2-s(n\Γ2q=(2H')n(n\)r(2-s}''2q

(3.3)

+lΓq,

(3-4)

where H' > 0 depends (only) on 5, q, and r.
Since /fltC(λ,jS)-> (l,oo) as (λ,)5)->(l,oo), it follows that for fixed s, q, r, H'
and 6>, and any N < oo, (3.3)-(3.4) can be made valid for all n ^ N by choosing Λ 0 , β0
sufficiently large. It consequently suffices to prove that for some H' > 0 and all N
sufficiently large, the validity of (3.3)-(3.4) for n = N implies its validity for n = N H- 1 .
The proof of this large N induction step is an elementary consequence of the
following proposition, as can be seen by setting λ = λNί β = βN, θ = ΘN+ 1 , C = CN+ 1 ,
λ' = λN+ ! , and β' = βN+ ! . In fact a much improved version of (3.4) follows from (3.6)
below.
Proposition 3.1. Let (λ', βf)=fθ,c(^ β) ™ith J ~ # 1/2 ^ (3/2)(l - λ) and θ ^ 1/2. Then
β'^βHC2-%θ1/2(\-Θ1/2)/2)2^βHC2-\(\-θί/2)/2^)2^β(Hβ2)C2-%l-θ)2
(3.5)

/or some H > 0 depending only on s and
"

-

s

)

.

(3.6)
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Proof. Inequality (3.5) is a consequence of the fact that in the canonical model, the
probability that there is no occupied bond between two disjoint sets of sites S and S'
is

(3-7)

keS leS'

If we take ί<j, assume that Hi and Hj are "alive," and let St (respectively S,-) denote
the rightmost (respectively leftmost) subset of Et (respectively By) containing
(approximately) a fraction (1 — 01/2)/2 of the sites of Bt (respectively B7 ), then since
|| Et ||, || B; || ^ 01/2C, we see that (3.7) with S = St and Sf = S/ is bounded above by
exp[-/f/(0 1/2 C, (y-OC + α -ΘII2)C,Θ1'2(1 -#1/2)C/2)],

(3.8)

where, for Xi ^ 3^ and Δ ^ 0,
/(x 1 ,y 1 ,2l)= j '^{y-xΓ'dydx.
Xι-4

(3.9)

JΊ

Thus (3.8) is an upper bound for 1 - /?}_,-. Lemma 3.2 below implies that (for θ ^ 1/2)
p} ^Pj{HC2-s(θ^2(l - θ"2)/2)2β),

(3.10)

and thus, by the definition (2.9), yields (3.5).
To obtain (3.6), we denote by V the number of dead sites in HI and use the fact
that if V < (1 — #1/2)C and if there is an occupied bond between every pair of (living)
sites in H1 , then H1 is "alive." This leads to the simple estimate (but sufficient for our
purposes) that
l-λ'^P(F^(l-0 1 / 2 )C)+

£

(1-ft-ΛS)).

(3.11)

l^l<k^C

We obtain (3.6) by noting that for each /, k appearing in (3.11), (1 -p fc _ f (j9)) ^ 1 Pc-ι(βϊ = QXP( — β(C+ l)~s), and by using Lemma 3.3 below to control the first
term on the right-hand side of (3.11) involving the binomial random variable V with
parameters C and 1 — λ.
Lemma 3.2. Let se(0, 2) be fixed. There exists H > 0 (depending only on s) so that for
any θ ^ 1/2, C > 0, and positive integer j,
1I2

1/2

1/2

1/2

2

S

1/2

II2

2

I(Θ CJC + (1 - 0 )C, 0 (1 - 0 )C/2)^ HC ~ (Θ (1 -0 )/2) /(l J, 1).
(3.12)
1/2

1/2

1/2

Proof. By the change of variables x = Θ C + θ (l-θ )C(x' - l)/2 (and similarly for y) we may rewrite the desired inequality as

The left-hand side of this inequality is bounded below by
1/2

1/2

1/2

since / is decreasing in y1 forfixedx x and Δ9 and since 1 - 2Θ + Θ (l - 0 )/2 g 0
for θ112 ^ ( - 3 + yT7)/2 and hence for θ ^ 1/2. Finally, since 1(1, y, 1) is asymptotic
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to y~s as y-» oo, we have /(l,κ/, 1) ^ Hκ~sl(l,j, 1) for all K, j^ 1, where
H = [inf //(1, 3;, l)]/[sup//(l, y, 1)],
j^i
y£i

which completes the proof of Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 3.3. Let V have a binomial distribution with parameters n and p; then for
h^l/2,
P(V/n ^ (1 + h)p) g exp(- np/16).

(3.14)

Proof. It is a standard large deviation estimate, that
(l+h)p)

) = e*v^
'*°
'*°
The desired result is now obtained by using (with h = 1/2)

(3.15)

inf (ln(l - p + p<?) - (1 + A)pί} ^ inf {p(e' - 1) - (1 -h Λ)pί}
ί^O

ί^O

= p(h - (1 +ft)ln(l+ft))^ p(ft - (1 + h)(h-h2/2)) = -h2(\ - h)/2.

4. Proof of Theorem 2.2
We choose q > 1, 6>e(0, 1), and take
θ k =l-0fc-«,

Cfe = [2n

(4.1)

where [y] denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to y. We will find it useful to
choose r (and q) so that
!<4<r^4/3,
(4.2)
e.g., r = 4/3 and (je(l,4/3); these two parameters are henceforth fixed. We define
ψn=Πθk,
k=l

φ=f[θ
k=l

k

(4.3)

.

& will be chosen sufficiently small (depending on j30) so that the 0fe's, i/^'s and ψ are
all uniformly close to 1. We will prove Theorem 2.2 by showing that if β0 > 1, then
for & sufficiently small (depending on β0), A 0 sufficiently close to 1 (depending on β0
and 0) and £0 sufficiently small (depending on β0 and Θ\ the following are valid for
alln:
(4.4)

βn^θ«nβn-^ψϊβ0,
9

(4.5)
(4.6)

Since 9otdλ,β,ξ)-*(l,β',Q) for some β'>0 as (λ, ξ)-^(l,0) with fixed j9, 0 and C, it
follows that for fixed q, r, β0, and (9, and any iV<oo,(4.5)-(4.6) can be made valid for
all n-^N by choosing Λ O sufficiently close to 1 and ξ0 sufficiently small. It
consequently suffices to prove first that (4.4) is true for all n and second that if β0 > 1,
then for some & sufficiently small (depending on jS0), and all N sufficiently large, the
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validity of (4.4)-(4.6) for n = N implies the validity of (4.5)-(4.6) for n - N + 1. The
first proof and half of the second proof (i.e., the validity of (4.5) for n = N + 1) are
immediate consequences of the following Proposition 4.1. By (4.4), given β0 > 1, one
may choose Θ so small that ψ6β0 (and hence each βn) is bounded below by some
β > 1. The rest of the second proof is thus an immediate consequence of Proposition 4.2 below.
Proposition 4.1. Let (λ'9 β', ξf) = gθt^λ9β, ξ) with θe(091) and £e(0,1). Then
β' ^ Θ6β.

(4.7)

If in addition, (1 - Θ)C ^ 1 and (1 - θ)2e ^ 1, then
(4.8)

ξ'^2e(l-θ).

Proposition 4.2. With fixed β, Θ, q and r satisfying /?> 1, <9>0 and l<q<r^ 4/3, let
(λ'N,β'N,ξ'N) = gθ,c(λ>β>& ™here θ=l-ΘN~q, C = [2JVr], λ=l-(Θ/4)(N+\Γq
= 2eΘN~q. Then

- A W = 0,
and hence for all sufficiently

(4.9)

large N,

Proof of Proposition 4.1. This proof is similar to that of (3.5) above. Using the
notation of (3.9) with s = 2, we have
(4.10)
This inequality is valid for j — i^2 and if (1 — θ)C^ 1, then it is also valid for
j — i= 1. Now

=

—

~2

ί ί (y + --S-^~ x

o *

(4.11)

dydx^HI(lk,l)ϊork>2,

where

„= mf
.,
H

.f
inf
y — x-f

-[dbj*i

^Θ2ll-(l-θ)-]4 = θ6.

(4.12)

Combining the 5 = 2 case of (2.4), (4.11) and (4.12) we have
P'k^Pk(θ«β)

for all k^ 2,

(4.13)

which, by the definition (2.12), yields (4.7). Next, if (1 - Θ)C^ 1, we may use (4.10)
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with j - i = 1 and the identity (for 5 = 2, Δ > 0 and x^ < y±\
I(xl9yl9Δ)=

f

l(yl-xΓ1-(
(4.14)

to obtain
2(2-20)JJ-Ul+(l-0)]
where the second inequality is due to the fact that (when s = 2) β' ^β since β' = β for
θ = 1 by the scaling invariance of /. On the other hand, combining (2.5) with the
identity (for 0 < ξ < 1)

(4.16)

~
we have
(F9x)=l-(2x/ef.

Pl

(4.17)

Comparing (4.15) and (4.17), we see that if 2e(\ - θ) ^ 1, then (4.8) follows from the
definition (2.13). This completes the proof of Proposition 4.1.
The remainder of the paper is devoted to a (lengthy) proof of Proposition 4.2. The
proof is analogous to that of (3.4) and (3.6) above but it is considerably more difficult
because, whereas βn -> oo for s < 2 (see (3.3) and (3.5)), βn -/> oo for s - 2 (see (4.4) and
(4.7)). With βn-/> oo, we must rely on the fact that £„->() (see (4.5) and (4.8)), i.e., in
the context of Proposition 4.2, β is fixed while ξ -> 0 as N -> oo, so that pk(β, ξ) is fixed
for k ^ 2 and only p^(β, £) -> 1 as N-* oo. The lower bound needed (in order to obtain
(4.9)) for λ'N, the probability of the block H1 = {1,2,... ,C} being "alive," must be
based largely on the high probability of nearest neighbor bonds being occupied. This
contrasts with the previous proof of (3.4) and (3.6) which utilized the high probability
(due to /?„-» oo) of all bonds in HI being occupied.
Proof of Proposition 4.2. Throughout this proof we suppress the subscript N.
Recalling the definition of λ' given by (2.11), we must obtain an appropriate upper
bound for the probability 1 — λ' that H t is not "alive." This will require a number of
new definitions.
We denote by Fthe number of dead sites in jF/ l 5 by R the set of living sites in Hί. A
nonempty interval, Λ = {/c,/c+ l,...,/c + /}, in H^ will be called a run (of length \\Λ \\
= /+ 1) if the site k + i is alive for each / = 0,...,/ and the (nearest neighbor) bond
from k -f i to k + i -f 1 is occupied for each i = 0,...,/— 1; it will be called a maximal
run if in addition neither {k— l,...,k + /} nor {k, ...,k + /-!-l} is a run (in H^. We
parition R into maximal runs, R = Λ ί u u ΆM with Λ f to the left of Λ f + 1 for each
ί= 1,...,M—1. An obstruction will be said to occur between Λ f and Λi+l if there is
no occupied bond between any site in Λt and any site in Λi+1; Ά{ and Λi+ί will be
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said to be involved in the obstruction. Such an obstruction will be said to be bridged if
there is an occupied bond between some site in Λ1u (jΛi and some site in
A Λt will be called short (respectively long) if ||Λ f || ^ Nqι (repectively ||Λ f || >
N \ where qί will be a fixed constant satisfying
qι

(4.18)

0<qι<r-q,

so that Nqι g ((1 - θ)C/2) for large N. In addition to (4.18) there will be another
restriction on q^ depending on β (see (4.87) and (4.89) below). An obstruction
between A( and Λί +ί will be called an interior obstruction unless both max(Λί) and
min(Λ ί + 1 ) a r e i n {1, 2,...,[N«"]}u{C- [ΛΓ«'] + 1, C- [N"] + 2,...,C}.
Our bound on 1 — λ' will be based on estimating the probability that none of the
following occur, and hence that HI is "alive": V>(\ — 0)C/2, more than one
obstruction occurs between a long Λt and a long Λi+l, more than one of the short
Λ/s is involved in an obstruction (but a single short Λt may be involved in two
obstructions, one to its left and one to its right), there is simultaneously an
obstruction involving a long Ά{ and a long Λi + 1 and an obstruction involving a
short Λ Γ , and finally some interior obstruction is not bridged. We claim that if none
of these events occur, then H^ will contain a cluster at least as big as C — (1 — θ)C/2 —
Nq\ hence at least as big as ΘC (for large N) and thus H1 will be "alive."
To see why this is so, suppose that none of these events occur. If no obstructions
occur, then all C - V living sites belong to a single cluster and V ^ (1 - 0)C/2. If an
obstruction involving two long maximal runs occurs then it is necessarily an interior
obstruction, hence bridged, and no other obstruction occurs; thus again all C — V
living sites belong to a single cluster. If an obstruction involving a short Ά{ occurs,
then there can be either one or two obstructions involving that Άί (each of which can
be interior or not) but no other obstructions. There are now several possibilities. If
there is one obstruction and it is bridged then again all C — V living sites belong to a
single cluster. If there is one obstruction and it is not bridged, then it cannot be an
interior obstruction and hence there is a cluster containing at least C — V — Nqι
sites. If there are two obstructions and both are bridged, then all maximal runs
except (possibly) one short Ai belong to a single cluster which must therefore have at
qι
least C — V — \\ Λ f || ^ C — V — N sites. If there are two obstructions and only one
is bridged, then the unbridged one is not interior and hence either there is a cluster
containing all maximal runs except a single short Λ f or else there is a cluster
qι
containing all (including those in Λ ( ) except at most N living sites (either in
1
1
{!,..., [JV* ]} or in {C- [JV* ] + 1,...,C}). Finally if there are two unbridged
obstructions, then neither is interior and (for large N) either both are in
1
{1, ..,[Λ^]} or both are in {C- [Λ^ ] + 1,...,C} so that there is a cluster
91
containing all except at most N living sites.
We define three random variables related to obstructions. L1 is the number of
obstructions involving a long λt and a long Λi+1. L2 is the number of short yt/s
involved in obstructions. L3 is the number of interior obstructions which are not
bridged. Our basic bound which will eventually lead to (4.9) is
2

3

1 - λ' ^ P(V > (1 - 0)C/2) + P(U + L ^ 2) + P(L ^ 1).

(4.19)
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In order to prove (4.9), we will show that for β>l,q1 can be chosen so that each
term on the right-hand side of (4.19) is ύ(N~q) as JV-> oo. As to the first term, pis a
binomial random variable with parameters C = [2ΛΓ] and ( l — λ ) = ((9/4)
(N + 1)~Λ so by Lemma 3.3
P(V > (1 - 0)C/2) = P(V/C > ΘN~q/2) £ P(V/C ^ 2(1 - λ))
^exp(-C(l-λ)/\6) = o(N-q)

as N-»oo,

(4.20)

since C(l — λ) ~ const Nr~q and q < r. It remains to prove
2

(4.21)

^2)-^09
1)->0.

(4.22)
3

We will first prove (4.22) and then return to (4.21). We denote by t/ (fc= 1,
2, . . . ,C) the event that for some i < M , there is an unbridged obstruction between Άi
and Λi +l and either k = max(Aj or k = mm(Λi + 1). The indicator random variable
of an event U is denoed by 1^. Then
C-DV*1]

Σ

L^

Itf,

(4-23)

9l

lk = [W ] + l

and so
P(L3 ^ 1) ^ £(L3) g

C-EΛΓ91]

Σ

P(Ul).

(4.24)

qι

fc = [N ] + l

For fc Φ 1 or C, the event that k = max(Λ() or mm(Λ^ for some i is identical to the
event Uk9 that k is a living site and either k — 1 is dead or k + 1 is dead or the bond
between k — 1 and k is vacant or the bond between k and k + 1 is vacant. Thus by
(4.17),
P(Uk) = λ[\ -λ2(Pl(β,ξ))2~] <λ[l - A 2 (l -4ΘΛTΌ 2 ] -const ΛΓ«. (4.25)
In order that 1/2 occur it is necessary that k be the endpoint of some Λt and that
every bond between a living site (in HI) to the left of k and a living site (in HI) to the
right of k be vacant. Let us denote by Xk the indicator random variable of the event
that k is a living site. Then for k Φ 1, 2, C- 1 or C,

fί Π (l-pj
ί=lj=k+2

fexpΓ-Vl 2

\

L

Σ Vw

i=u

(4.26)

where
.= J f |y-χ|2^X-Γ2
0

^

'-KX).

(4.27)

j

Let us define for n, n' ^ 1,
,«'= Σ

ΣJj-iXiXjl

(4.28)
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then by translation invariance,
Pίttf)^ const N-«£ϊexp[-/ϊn- lfC -J).

(4.29)

We further note that YΛtn. is increasing in both n and n'. Hence if we define
Yn=Yn,n=

Σ Σ4-**J>
i=-nj=2

(43°)

then 7ΛX ^ y m in(n f π') which, together with (4.24) and (4.29) implies that
[C/2]

P(L3 £l)gconst ΛΓ* Σ

i = [N«i]

£(exp[-/fyj).

(4.31)

It immediately follows from (4.31) that in order to prove (4.22), it suffices (by
dominated convergence) to show that for some N0 sufficiently large,
£ sup {£(exp[-/?yj)} < co.

(4.32)

This follows easily from the next lemma.
Lemma4.3. Let ...X_ί, X0, X^... be independent random variables with
P(Xt = 1) = A, P(Xi = 0) = 1 — A for each i. Let Jj ^ 0 be a numerical sequence such
that lim j2Jj = I and define Yn by (4.30). Then for fixed n, {Jj} and β, £(exp [ - β yj) is
decreasing in A. Moreover ifλ2β> 1, then
£ E(exp[-/?yj)<oo.

(4.33)

n=2

Proof of Lemma 4.3. To see the monotonicity in A, Let Zi be independent and
uniformly distributed on (0,1) and write Xt= lz.^λ. To obtain (4.33), it will be
convenient to define for / ^ 1,

so that Ύ n = Ύ l . Since Yln is decreasing in / and is independent of Jj for) < 2/, it is easy
to see that to obtain (4.33) (for general Jj) whenever λ2β> 1, it suffices to take
J j = j ~ 2 and show that for every fixed / ^ 1,
l

ΣE(exp(-βY n))<oo

n-l

whenever λ2β> 1.
To do this, we use the identity (where min(j,n) is denoted; Λ n)

=Σ

(4.34)
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where

For ln in {/,... ,n} and ε < 1, we define the event An(ε, ln) as
Y AΓ_Γ<(

ΣXj<(l-ε)λ(k-l+l)oτ
j =l

i' = l

for some k^ln.
In the complement of An(ε, /„), one has (by using (4.35) twice)
Yn ^ Σ kΣ Λ'+*0 - ε)2^2((fc' Λ n) - / + l)((/c Λ n) - /+ 1)
oo

2

oo

/ k' ΛH

\ / kΛn

\i' = ln

/\j=ln

έd-β) PΣ Σ Λ-J Σ i
k = lnk' = ln

Σ

Thus,
-)Sn)) ^ P(Λ(ε, ϋ) + exp - β(l - ε)2λ2
V

The second term on the right-hand side of the last inequality can be made summable
over n by choosing ε so small that β(l — ε)2λ2 > 1 and choosing /„ so that
lim ln/nδ = 0 for every δ > 0.

Λ-+OO

This is a consequence of the elementary fact (based on (4.14)) that /„ = 0(nδ) for every
δ > 0 implies

To prove (4.34) and complete the proof of Lemma 4.3, it only remains to show
that there is a sequence /„ (which is 0(nδ) for every δ > 0) such that for every ε > 0,
α).
n=l

From the definition of An(ε, /„) and (3.15), we have

pμn(ε, g) ^ 2 f; p( Σ ^ < (i - εμ(fc - /+ 1)
k = ln

\j=l

(4.36)
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where

W=- inf (ln(λ + (1 - λ)ef) - (1 - λ + ελ)t} > 0.
ί^O

Since P(An(ε9ln)) is O(exp(-lnW)) and W>0, (4.36) will be valid providing
lim / II /ln(n)= oo.

H—* oo

A choice of /„ = [ln(n)]2 will satisfy this and be 0(nδ) for every δ > 0 which completes
the proof of (4.36) and thus of Lemma 4.3.
We have now proved (4.22). In order to complete the proof of Proposition 4.2, it
remains to prove (4.21). Toward this end, we will find it convenient to compare the
Λf's (i= 1,...,M), which are the successive maximal runs in the block Jff 1 $ to the
successive maximal runs in the half space, (1, 2, 3, . . . }, which we denote by A{ (i = 1,
2,. . .). Both M and the Λfs may be constructed from the Λ 's:
=0},

A,

(4.37)

if i<M
, if i = M'

(4J8)

The lengths \\Ai\\ of the Λ/s and the spacings between them, Gi = mm(Λi + i)
— max(Λi) (with Go^min^)), are independent random variables but this is not
the case for the Λj's. Note that Gt - 1 is the number of dead sites between At and
Λί+ί. The distributions of these random variables are given by:
Γ\

fc=l,2,...

(4.39)

fe=l,2,...,

(4.40)

for all /, where pl = p^β, ξ) (see (2.5)),
=fc)= λ(l-A) f c - 1 ,

for all i ^ 1. These formulas are all easily derived; e.g., the k = 1 case of (4.41) is simply
the (conditional) probability that site j + 1 is alive conditioned on the complement of
the following event: site j 4- 1 is alive and the nearest neighbor bond from j toj -f 1 is
occupied. We note that by (4.17),

so that
1 -pi/l~ const N'q.

(4.42)

We define two sequences of events involving the /l/s which are closely related to
the L1 and L2 defined above in terms of the Λ s. W\ is the event that || Λt \\ > Nqι,
\\Ai +l\\> Nqι and an obstruction occurs between A ( and Λi+^. Wf is the event that
\\Λι || ^ Nqι and an obstruction occurs involving Λt (for /= 1 this must involve Λί
and A 2). We also define the corresponding events involving the Λ 's. W\ is the event
that M > ί, \\λi || > Nqι, \\Λi+1 \\ > Nqι and an obstruction occurs between Ά{ and
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Λi+l. Wϊ is the event that M^i, \\Λt\\ gΛΓ g ι and an obstruction occurs involving
Λi (for i = 1 this must involve Λ1 and Λ2 while for M = i thus must involve ΛM _ί and
ΆM). Thus

Returning to (4.21), we define the (nonrandom) integer m by
m = min {m:m ^ (3/2)C(l - p x /l)},
and note that by (4.42)
m ~ const ΛΓ "9 -» oo .

(4.43)

We use the estimate

2

2

_

^ P(M > m) + £ X P( W/ and W{ occur for some i < fc g M, M ^ m).
j=U' = ι
(4.44)
Thus, to prove (4.21), it suffices to prove the following limits:
N«P(M>m)->0,

(4.45)

N*P( W{ and W{ occur for some / < k ^ M, M ^ m) -> 0
for;,/ = 1,2.
~
"
We use the fact that Λt = /If for i < M and the (left-right) symmetry between {Λ J
and {Λ M _ l +1} to bound the probability in (4.46) by
/M-2

w-3 w-2

_

U (wl W" M -ι,M^m}

\ i=3

\
/

i=3

m— 3 m— 2

, fn,- 1) + n^i , wit) ^ Σ Σ

i=2k=i+l

Λ =3

i,i' = l

k=2

(4.47)
We then use the following estimates
]2

if k-i>ί,
),

(4.48)
(4-49)
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ίP(W1l)P(W22)
if fc-i>2 and exactly one of (jj') = 2
]2 if k-i>2 and ;=;' = 2

<
=

P(^f,^ f c 2 )^P(||Λ ί ||^N^,||Λ k i|^^) = [ί>(Mιll^^1)]2

(

' '

if k-i=l or 2,

P(W{, W{) ^ P( I I A 1 1 | ^ N9l)P(W\) if k - i = 1 or 2
and exactly one of (/,/) = 2.

(4.51)

(4.52)

3

*ID^CA

Σ

3

(

Λ=l

ί2P( Σ(G*-ι + M*ll)>C/2
Vk=l

t=ι

Γ[P(Wί)]2

if; =;'=!

(4.53)

+ <.P(W\) P( W\) if exactly one of (j,j ') = 2.
(.[P(^i)]2
if j=;" = 2
Combining (4.45)-(4.53) and the fact that m-> oo (see (4.43)), we see that (4.21)
would be a consequence of (4.45) and the following limits:
(4.54)
(4.55)
(4.56)

Σ

,

(4.57)

^0,

(4.58)

- 1 + H, il ) > C/2 -> 0.

(4.59)

i=l

Note that all these limits involve the half-space maximal runs, A ( (rather than the
statistically more complicated H^ maximal runs, Λt), and their related random
variables M, Mdl, Gf and W{. We first prove (4.45), (4.59) and (4.57).
To prove (4.45), we note that by (4.37),
\+

+ \\ΛJ<Q.

(4.60)
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The || /I Jl's are i.i.d. random variables with, according to (4.39), a geometric
distribution of parameter 1 - p^\ thus the left-hand side of (4.60) equals P(V ^ m),
where V is a binomial random variable with parameters C and 1— p±λ.
Consequently,
P(M> m) ^ P(WC^|(1 - piλ) gexp(-C(l - Pi*)/16)

(4.61)

by the definition of m and by Lemma 3.3. By (4.42), this yields (4.45) since r>q.
To prove (4.59), we note that by (4.39)-(4.42), the probability in (4.59) is bounded
by

= 0 (exp [- const Nr~«]),
which yields (4.59).
To prove (4.57) we use (4.39) and (4.42) to obtain
~q).

(4.62)
q +r

By (4.43) and (4.62), the left-hand side of (4.57) is θ(N
ι τhus (457)wiπ be valid

q+2(qι q

~

- >) =
(4.63)

q,<q-r/2.

But it follows from (4.2) that r-q<q-r/2,so that (4.63) is a consequence of (4.18).
We have now proved (4.45), (4.59) and (4.57). It remains to prove (4.54), (4.55), (4.56)
and (4.58).
We begin by writing
P(W\) £ P(G1 > 3) + P(W\ , G! ^ 3).

(4.64)

^ 2P(Gl > 3) + P(Wl d ^ 3, G2 g 3),
P(WlW22)^2P(Gί > 3) + /W{, W^, d ^ 3, G2 ^ 3,

(4.65)
(4.66)

By (4.41),
P(d > 3) - 0((1 - λ)4~2) = 0(N~2q\
q

+|

β 2ί

Γ 2ί?

(4.67)
9

2

so that by (4.43), N m P(Gl > 3) = 0(JV« - " ) = 0(N ' ) while N m \_P(G1 >
). Since (4.2) implies that r- 2q <0 and 2r 5q < 0, it follows from (4.43), (4.62) and (4.64)-(4.67) that in order to obtain (4.54),
(4.55), (4.56) and (4.58) (and hence obtain (4.21) and complete the proof of
Proposition 4.2), it suffices to prove the following four limits:
Nr~q/2P(Wl G^HO,

(4.68)

^3, G 2 ^3)->0,

(4.69)

^3, G 2 ^3)->0,

(4.70)

l

1

G1 ^3)->0.

(4.71)
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We have, as in the proof of Lemma 4.2 (see particularly (4.14)), that
P(every bond between Λt and Λi+l is vacant| \\At\\ = /, Gf = d> \\Λi+l\\= /')
expί — β\
0

-β{
0

J
l + d-l

(y — x)"2(l — lx>ι-ι,y<ι+ι)dydx 1 \ίd=\

(y~x)2dydx)

f
l+d-l

ίίd>l
)

l-lϊ+d+Γ-1

-/if

f

otherwise

(472)

Similarly,
P(every bond between A l and Λ2 and between yl2 and /13 is vacant |
Γ

1)7
min(/22,/
, 3 )J

It follows that if we define Qt = min( \\A{ \\, \\ Λί+ 1 1| ), and Qj = min( \\Λ( ||, || Λί+ 1 \\,
II Λ l + 2 II), then
«Wl,Gι^3)g£{Γ-?-ϊ l flι>w ,,j,

(.Lyij

P(Wl,G 1 g3,G 2 g3)g£

(4.74)

j

f/Γ 8 Ύ Γ 8 Ί"\
1
(T 8 Ί")
— + —
1 M2|ISN ,,U2£ — ,
( Λ L y i J LΰaJ /
J
ILyiJJ
64 T*

(4.75)

^- l Cι>N ,, l e2>N ,,
^ι^2 _J

(476)
The Mill's are independent random variables with a common geometric
distribution given by (4.39). It is a standard fact that consequently Q = Q^ or <2ι has
a geometric distribution,
(4.77)

where (see (4.42))

), for e = 1
, for 2 = 2,

l

'

Estimates for the expectations appearing in (4.74)-(4.76) follow from Lemma 4.4
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below which immediately implies that
-tf-'n

(4.79)

),

(4.80)
1

(4.81)

-™- ^).
Combining (4.74)-(4.76) with (4.79)-(4.81) yields
P(WlG1^3) = 0(N-q-(β-1)qι),

(4.82)

q

P(Wl G, ^ 3, G2 ^ 3) = 0(N~ \
q

(4.83)
(2β 1)qι

P(W{, W\,Gι g 3, G2 ^ 3) = θ(N- - '

(4.84)

).

Thus we see that
r - (3q/2) -(β- 1)^ < 0 implies (4.68) which implies (4.54),

(4.85)

r - (3q/2) < 0 implies (4.69) which implies (4.55),

(4.86)

r-q-(2β- 1)^ < 0 implies (4.70) which implies (4.56),

(4.87)

r-2q-(β- 2)qι < 0 implies (4.71) which implies (4.58).

(4.88)

The inequality in (4.85) is a consequence of the inequality in (4.86), since β > 1
and q1 > 0, which in turn follows from (4.2). The inequality in (4.87) is equivalent (for
β > 1/2) to
(4.89)

(r-q)/(2β-l).

qί>

Since β > 1 implies 2β — 1 > 1, qί can be chosen so that (4.89) and (4.18) are satisfied
simultaneously. Since 2q — r>0 (by (4.2)), the inequality in (4.88) is automatically
valid for β ^ 2; for 1 < β < 2, it is equivalent to q1 < 2(q — r/2)/(2 — β) which follows
from (4.63) (which itself is a consequence of (4.2) and (4.18)) and the fact that
With ql chosen to satisfy (4.18) and (4.89), all the inequalities in (4.85)-(4.88) are
valid. We thus have (modulo (4.79)-(4.81) which follow from Lemma 4.4 below)
proved (4.54), (4.55), (4.56) and (4.58) which in turn (together with the already proved
(4.45), (4.57) and (4.59)) imply (4.21). The desired (4.9) is finally a consequence of
(4.21) and the already proved (4.19), (4.20) and (4.22). The proof of Proposition 4.2
will be complete after the following lemma is stated and proved.
Lemma 4.4. Suppose Q is a random variable with the geometric distribution (4.77) and
β> 1. Then
l),

(4.90)

E(Q-t\Q>z)£y/[(P-l)(z-iy-1]

for z > l .

Proof of Lemma 4.4. Inequality (4.91) is a consequence of
00

> 2 )= Σ

rti-y)*-'^?

00

OO

Σ k-'^y I u-'du.

(4.91)
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To obtain (4.90), we use (4.91) to write

l)(z-iγ-*l

for Kz<2,

and then let z tend to 2 from below. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.4 and of
Proposition 4.2.
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